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Abstract. This demo paper introduces an editor for manual annotation of loca-
tions in digital books, using a crowd-sourcing approach. It is the first of its kind
and allows book lovers and literary travel enthusiasts to annotate the locations in
their digital books on-the-go. We show both a mobile and a desktop version, and
briefly explain the linkage to the Digital Library that is holding the digital books.
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1 Introduction
The importance of places and locations in literature is highlighted by Malcolm Brad-
bury’s observation that a “very large part of our writing is a story of its roots in a place:
a landscape, region, village, city, nation or continent” [3]. As a literary device, the role
of places and locations is primarily to help explore aspects of identity [4], and so not
only may a location in the narrative be real or imaginary, often the boundaries between
these are intentionally blurred to create imaginary spaces [7].
Literary tourism is a type of cultural tourism, which focusses on the real-world loca-
tions of fictional works and the lives of the authors. It reflects a common desire in many
readers to gain a deeper appreciation and understanding of a book they have read— par-
ticularly if a book made a significant impact on them. In many ways, modern literary
tourism is the successor of the British Grand Tour of Victorian times, in which the up-
per class would voyage through the cultural centres of Europe [5]. Digital technologies
make it easier for the literary tourist of today to engage with geo-information before
or after their travel. Furthermore, gaining access to this information in-situ during their
travels is technically getting easier now that literary tourists may use smart phones and
tablets instead of, or in addition to, books and maps. Currently, many resources for lit-
erary tours are relatively static (e.g., web sites providing lists of locations sometimes
accompanied by a stylized map). More compelling is the dynamic display of location
information as a reader travels (e.g., as in Tipple [8]); however, for this to be supported,
geo-location annotation of places and locations in literary works is required.
This paper introduces an editor for manual annotation of locations in electronic
books, stored in a digital library and, in doing so, provides a tool for crowd-sourcing
the location annotations. Previously, we used simplified automatic annotation using a
gazeteer [11], and explored more recently the requirements of creating geo-locations for
digital books in three case studies [10]. The editor, called Book Navigator, offers both a
mobile app version and a desktop-based interface for creating geo-location annotations,
which are stored in addition to the eBook in Greenstone [13]. The remainder of the
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paper shows a brief walk-through of the mobile and desktop system (Section 2) along
with a overview of the system architecture and implementation in Section 3. We discuss
related approaches in Section 4, and conclude with a short summary in Section 5.
2 Walk-through
 
Fig. 1: Book view
 
 
Fig. 2: Map view Fig. 3: Desktop view with book and map
Figs. 1 and 2 show screenshots of the mobile Book Navigator interface for annotat-
ing locations in books in-situ, and Fig. 3 shows the desktop interface. In the example
shown, a user visiting the Hamilton Gardens is annotating a book about the Paradise
Gardens on their mobile device, and online ex-situ using the desktop interface. Fig. 1 is
the document view during the annotation of a short paragraph. Navigation through the
book is done through up/down scrolling; annotation is initiated through a long-click on
a text element. In this screen, one can see that the user is able to select an area or a path
(two buttons at the lower end of the screen) to annotate. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent
map view based on the user’s current location. A path is defined through a number of
locations; its direction is defined through the order in which the locations are selected.
Users can either annotate a locations with their current position (based on GPS) or with
distant locations selected via the map. Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the desktop inter-
face: all locations have to be explicitly selected on the map for annotation. The larger
screen makes it possible to show both text and map at the same time.
3 Architecture and Implementation
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Fig. 4: Architecture of mobile annotator
Fig. 4 shows the architec-
ture of the editor software
for annotating eBooks with
locations. The map infor-
mation is imported from
Open Street map, the eBooks
are held in a Greenstone
Digital Library. The display
component allows a user
to select an eBook from a
collection, and display the
text in the Map Display. The
user can navigate through
the text of the book; via the
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Annotator component, they can then select a part of the text and assign location
markers—see Fig. 5 for the conceptual diagram of the relationships between marker,
location markup, text annotation, and book. The annotations (i.e., text positions and
location information) are first stored locally on the mobile device (to ensure indepen-
dence from a server connection) and can be uploaded later to the digital library running
on server side or to a cloud storage for exchange. This architecture can also be run
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Fig. 5: Conceptual design
on a smart phone using the mobile configu-
ration of Greenstone [2]. We currently sup-
port (see Fig. 5) markers for areas (polygon),
paths (polyline), single GPS locations (point)
and gateways to indicate entries and exists
(directed graph). Text elements (e.g., words,
phrases or paragraphs) can have several loca-
tions assigned. The annotation only stores the
beginning and the end of an annotation and
does not refer to the text content itself.
4 Related work
Maps of literary spaces are typically hand-crafted, i.e., the locations are collected through
literary analysis and then entered into maps. Examples of such mappings are found in
the “Literary Atlas of Europe” [17] and the “Atlas of Literature” [3]. Older projects
are “Projekt Historischer Roman” (mapping 6700 German language novels) and “Atlas
das Literaturas Regionais do Brasil” (mapping 550 Brazilian literary works); however,
neither of these provide open sources nor allow further location annotations [16]. The
Gutenkarte automatically identifies geo-locations in classic texts from project Guten-
berg (http://www.gutenberg.org/) and the MetaCarta API. Its approach is simi-
larly simplistic and limited as our work using a gazetteer of place names [11].
Literature analysis has long focussed on the temporal aspects of a narrative. In re-
cent decades, this has shifted to a focus on spatial aspects [6], which has been referred
to as a spatial turn [18] and topographical turn [19]. Bachti uses the concept of chrono-
topoi—elements of space-time of a story—which form the foundation for “showing and
representing” events in a literary text, e.g., on maps or timelines [1].
Piatti et al. [16] note that literary geography is based on individual readings and
acknowledge a double uncertainty in both the primary material (uncertainty of loca-
tion information in the text) and in the methodology (location annotation). We embrace
his uncertainty and the highly individually biased nature of literary location annota-
tions through our crowd-sourcing approach. Inspiration for our annotation interface was
drawn from semantic annotation tools [12]. The native support for semantics in digital
libraries (e.g., JeromeDL [14], Greenstone [9]) typically abstracts at the document level
and these works did not provide the type of fine grained access required here. In fact,
most systems that provide location-based information either use automatically collected
coordinates [15] or expert manual location markup [3, 17].
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5 Summary
This paper introduced our editor prototype for creating mobile annotation of geo-locations
in eBooks. By storing the books and suggested annotations in a digital library, we
provide an environment that allows the crowd-sourcing of this information. We in-
vestigated related work on mapping literature and distinguished our crowd-sourcing
approach from the work of literary cartographers.
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